THERE ARE SOME TRIPS
YOU DON’T WANT TO TAKE...
RugLock is here to make sure your household
rugs are no longer at risk of sending you on one
of those trips. RugLock is a spray-on solution
that does what rug pads, tape and traditional
adhesives cannot do, by creating a permanent
non-slip rug backing that grips to all ﬂoors in
your home without damaging surfaces. Applied
rugs can be easily peeled up to reposition or
clean. RugLock is great for additional uses as
well. Try it on stair runners, placemats, kitchen
chair cushions, tablecloths, pet beds, car mats,
shoe insoles and more.

RUGLOCK HOLDS FIRMLY TO:
HARDWOOD • VINYL • TILE • CARPET
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A PERMANENT SOLUTION TO
STOP RUGS FROM SLIPPING

THE BENEFITS

HOW TO APPLY
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EASY TO
USE

Worried about damage to your
hardwood ﬂoors? Don’t be. RugLock
has no harmful chemicals, so it won’t
ruin your ﬂoors. If RugLock transfers
to the ﬂoor, it can be rubbed oﬀ by
hand or with a damp cloth, leaving
no sticky residue.

Applying RugLock is as easy as 1-2-3,
or in our case, Prep, Spray and Lock.
Unlike other methods, there’s no
need to cut for size, so you only use
what you need, eliminating wasted
product.
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With 0.0 g/mL VOCs (Volatile Organic
Compounds), RugLock is a non-toxic,
water-based formula, so it’s safe to
use inside your home and doesn’t
have a harsh odor.
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STEP 1: PREP
Place rug upside down on a dropcloth, leaving
plenty of room along edges. Remove all lint and
dirt from back of rug to ensure eﬀective bond.
Use painter’s tape along the edges to protect
the front from overspray.
STEP 2: SPRAY
Shake can well. Gently snap oﬀ safety tab.
Hold can at knee height (approximately 18-20
inches). Spray from left to right in a sweeping
motion. Product should fall onto rug back like
snow, ensuring even and full coverage. Let rug
dry completely indoors, for 8-12 hours.
STEP 3: LOCK
Remove tape from edges, and place rug as
desired on clean surface. Apply pressure to lock
the rug in place.

REVIEWS

“

We applied RugLock to three rugs in our
home. Let me say that it works very well!
Works on hardwood, tile and laminate. When
we get new rugs I will purchase this product
again for sure.

“

Well worth the cost. I used it on a runner in
front of the couch, an entry way rug, a 12ft
braided runner down the hallway and a large
area rug. Best thing ever to make rugs slip-free.

“

This is an awesome product! I am amazed at
just how well it does work! The fumes from
this product are minimal. Yep, I am a fan!

“

I have tried every type of non-slip pad, tape,
etc. None have worked - only helped or left a
residue. Frustrated I decided to give RugLock
a try. It is fantastic. I have nothing but good
things to say about it.

